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Abstract

At present there exists a large number of techniques devoted to data protection. They can be
roughly classified according to different dimensions.
Most methods have been developed so that data
owners apply them, and the differences are about
owner’s knowledge about the computation intended
by a third party. Then, in this scenario, and following [16], we classify data protection methods into
computation-driven, data-driven, and result-driven
approaches.

Data privacy has become an important topic of
research. Ubiquitous databases and the eclosion
of web technology eases the access to information.
This information can be related to individuals, and,
thus, sensitive information about users can be easily
accessed by interested parties. Data privacy focuses
on tools and methods to protect the privacy of the
respondents and data owners.
In the last years, a large number of methods have
been developed for data privacy. Some of them are
based on fuzzy sets and systems. In this position
paper we present a review of some of our results in
this area. In particular, we focus on the use of fuzzy
sets for data protection, for measuring information
loss and for measuring disclosure risk. The techniques used in this field and reviewed in this paper
range from fuzzy clustering to fuzzy integrals.

• Computation-driven methods are those in
which the data owner knows which computation has to be applied to the data by a third
party. Then, protection methods are developed
so that the third party obtains the expected results with the protected data. It is usual here
to use cryptographic protocols and, then, the
results of the third party are exactly the same
that would be obtained from the original data
but without any disclosure of sensitive information.
• Data-driven methods are those in which the
data owner does not know which analysis will
be performed by the third party. It is even possible that the data owner does not know who
the third party is. This is the case of data
published in the web by a National Statistical Office (NSO) as any researcher can use the
data. Data-driven methods often use perturbation approaches. These approaches are applied
to the data and then used by the third parties
in their analysis. Then, the results obtained
by the third party are only an approximation
of the results that would be obtained with the
original data.
• Result-driven methods are those in which privacy concerns to the results of the data mining
process. This would be the case of applying algorithms for mining association rules. We want
that the application of these algorithms does
not return rules that lead to disclosure.

Keywords: Data privacy, fuzzy clustering, fuzzy
measures, fuzzy integrals.
1. Introduction
Data protection is a field of research that is receiving much attention. The amount of data and information available in databases is now increased by
the information in web pages and social networks.
Some of this information is sensitive, and the aggregation of these data might lead to detailed profiles
of people.
To avoid the disclosure of sensitive information,
data protection methods have been developed. The
fields that study these methods are Statistical Disclosure Control (SDC) [22] and Privacy Preserving
Data Mining (PPDM) [2]. The differences between
these two fields root in their origin. SDC has its
origin in the National Statistical Offices and the
need of publishing the data obtained from census
and questionnaires for researchers or policy makers.
PPDM has its origin in the data mining community,
and methods are more oriented to companies that
need to share the data either with other companies
or with researchers.
© 2011. The authors - Published by Atlantis Press

We have applied some techniques based on fuzzy
sets in the setting of data protection. More specially, in the case of data-driven methods. In this
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paper, we will discuss in Section 2 the typical scenario of data-driven or perturbative methods, then
in Section 3 we will describe some of our contributions in this area in which fuzzy sets play a role.
The paper finishes with some conclusions and lines
for future research.

she can establish some relationships between illness,
residence, age and profession. This data is protected using a certain protection method leading to
X 0 . Then, let us assume that the data miner, acting
as an intruder, wants to attack the protected data
X 0 based on some acquaintances she has. If she
knows some tuples (person | (residence, age, profession)), she might be able to infer the illness for these
acquaitances. That is, the intruder, has a subset Y
of X annotated with the name of the people.

2. Data-driven approaches
As stated in the introduction, data-driven approaches corresponds to methods that are applied
when the data owner does not know the type of
analysis to be applied to the data. In this case, protection is driven by the data. That is, methods are
selected according to the type of data available. Different methods exist according to the data available.
The literature presents methods for e.g. databases
with numerical or categorical [13, 14] (either ordinal or nominal), time series, locations (for location
privacy), access logs, search logs [8], graphs [7, 11]
(for online social networks).
All data-driven methods follow a similar strategy. They modify the data introducing some kind
of perturbation. This perturbation is expected to
be enough to ensure protection of the sensitive information and at the same time low enough so that
the data utility is not lost.
In order to evaluate these methods, information
loss measures (utility measures) and disclosure risk
measures have been developed. Then, a good data
protection method is one that achieves a good tradeoff between information loss and disclosure risk.
In order to give a more formal definition of these
measures, let X represent the original data, ρ the
data protection mechanism, and X 0 the perturbated
data. Naturally, X 0 = ρ(X).
Then, information loss measures are defined in
terms of the divergence, for a particular set of analyses, between the results of an analysis on the original data X and the same analysis on the protected
data X 0 . So, if α is the analysis, the information
loss IL corresponds to:

In a more formal way, we have X, X 0 and the file
of the attacker Y which is a subset of X. Y will be
annotated with the identifiers (the names or social
security numbers) to make disclosure possible.
Under this scenario, the proportion of correct
links between Y and X 0 is a measure of risk.
In order to link files Y and X 0 we can use record
linkage algorithms. In its simplest form, record linkage algorithms link each record of the intruder y in
Y with the nearest record x in the protected file X 0
using the Euclidean distance. If the nearest record,
say x∗ , corresponds to the protected version of x
then we have a confidentiality breach. That is, let
x∗ (y) = arg min0 ||x − y||,
x∈X

(1)

then the following measure of disclosure risk (DR)
is considered:
DR(Y, X 0 ) =

|{y = x∗ (y)|y ∈ Y }|
.
|Y |

(2)

In this definition | · | denotes the cardinality of the
set.
3. Fuzzy sets-based approaches in privacy
We have developed several methods for data protection based on fuzzy sets. We review them in
this section. There are methods for data protection
based on fuzzy techniques, measures for information
loss based on fuzzy techniques, and also reidentification methods based on fuzzy approaches. We will
review other contributions in this section.

IL(X, X 0 ) = divergence(α(X), α(X 0 )).
If X is a numerical database, α can be e.g. the
mean on the variables or a clustering algorithm.
There exist different definitions for disclosure risk
measures. We follow a computational approach
based on reidentification [23]. In our setting, we
assume that when the protected data set X 0 is published, an intruder tries to link her data with the
published file X 0 . Then, if correct links are established between intruder’s information and the published data file X 0 , disclosure takes place. For this
attack, we presume that the information the intruder has corresponds to a subset of the original
data set X. Let us consider the following example.

3.1. Data protection methods based on
fuzzy techniques
Using the notation given above, a data protection
method is a function ρ that applied to X returns
the file X 0 . In the literature there are different families of functions ρ for this purpose. The main three
classes are perturbative methods, non-perturbative
methods and methods for synthetic data generation.
Perturbative methods modify the original data introducing some noise (some kind of error is introduced to the records), the non-perturbative methods modify the original data changing the level of
detail but there is no erroneous data (e.g., change
of the granularity), and the synthetic data is based

Example 1 Let X be data from a hospital that is
expected to be transferred to a data miner so that
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on constructing models of the data and then replacing the original data by the one generated with the
models.
We have contributed in perturbative methods and
on synthetic data generators using techniques inspired on fuzzy sets.
Among perturbative approaches, microaggregation is a very effective method. This method proceeds with the construction of small clusters of data,
and then replaces each record by the cluster representative. If all clusters are required to be of a certain minimum size, privacy is ensured. If all clusters are required to be small, the perturbation of
the original data is small (i.e., information loss is
small and data utility is kept maximal). We have
contributed with methods based on fuzzy clustering. Fuzzy c-means permits us to solve one of the
inconveniences of applying standard crisp clustering
in data privacy: an intruder can easily guess which
is the centroid assigned to a particular record. This
information can be easily used by the intruder to
attack the database. This problem as well as a possible solution is explained in detail in [19].
In addition, we have developed approaches that
take into account the existing constraints on the
variables of the data. We understand constraints
here as in data editing [21]. That is, the data in
files have to satisfy some established constraints.
For example, in a data file we have that the variable
corresponding to retail price is defined in terms of
net price plus taxes, or we might have ages in a data
file and these ages should be positive and less than
130. Then, when a file is protected, the protected
dataset should satisfy also these constraints. If not,
the protected database will be inconsistent with the
schema of the database. Data editing [6, 21] is the
field in official statistics that focuses on the construction of a database satisfying the constraints.
Microaggregation is a data protection mechanism
that is specially well suited when data edit constraints are present. We have developed an approach for this problem based on fuzzy c-means
(see [15] for details). Our variation of fuzzy c-means
is such that the resulting centroids are required to
satisfy the constraints on the variables even when
these constraints are not satisfied in the original
data.
We have also contributed to data protection
methods based on synthetic data generators as
e.g. [12, 3]. Our contribution was based on fuzzy
c-regression models. Our approach permits the user
to have some flexibility that is not available for other
methods. Fuzzy c-regression models use a parameter c that corresponds to the number of clusters
(i.e., regression models). Then, the larger the parameter c, the more clusters we have, and the more
regression models we have. This parameter permits
the user to find a better trade-off between information loss and disclosure risk. That is, large c has low
information loss but high risk, and small c has large

information loss and low risk. Then, an appropriate
c permits to have a good balance between information loss and disclosure risk. This flexibility is not
present in other approaches based on synthetic data
generators. Details on this approach can be found
in [4].
3.2. Information loss measures based on
fuzzy techniques
An important issue once methods are built is the
evaluation of its information loss. Strictly speaking,
information loss depends on the data uses. That is,
if a third party wants to apply a regression model
(i.e, following the notation above α = regression),
then the information loss should be measured in
terms of the divergence in the regression.
We have studied information loss when the user
wants to apply clustering to the data and, more
specifically, to the case of applying fuzzy clustering
to the data. We have considered several methods for
fuzzy clustering. Among them, α being the Fuzzy
c-means, noise clustering, possibilistic c-means and
fuzzy possibilistic c-means. We have studied information loss for some standard methods for data protection as e.g. microaggregation but also for some
synthetic data generators [10] as IPSO [3] and our
method based on fuzzy c-regression models [5]. We
have also compared [9] the measures of information
loss obtained with our approach and the ones obtained with some generic information loss measures
(e.g., measures based on standard statistics as the
mean, variances, covariances and correlations of the
database).
The comparison of fuzzy clusters is not an easy
task. Two problems arise, one is about the comparison of two fuzzy partitions. Another problem is
that fuzzy clustering methods are typically implemented with methods that only ensure the convergence to a local optima. We have addressed the two
problems. In addition, the need to compare fuzzy
clusters taking into account the uncertainty of the
fuzzy clustering methods have lead us to the definition of interval-valued or intuitionistic fuzzy partitions [18, 20]. That is, fuzzy partitions in which the
membership value of an element to a cluster is an
interval instead of a number in [0, 1].
3.3. Disclosure risk measures based on
fuzzy techniques
Fuzzy techniques have also been applied to measure disclosure risk. As stated above, one of the
approaches for computing disclosure risk [23] is to
count the number of records of an intruder that can
be linked to the protected file. The most standard approach for linking the two files is to use
an Euclidean distance to measure the dissimilarity
between pairs of records. Nevertheless, other distances can be used. The literature includes results
using e.g. Mahalanobis distance and also kernel441

based distance. From a formal point of view, given
a certain distance d with parameter p, we have that
the disclosure risk is defined by
DR(Y, X 0 ) =

In contrast, when different methods are applied to
different variables, the learnt fuzzy measure represents the relationships between the variables: the
measure shows that some variables are protected
together and others not.

|{y = x∗ (y)|y ∈ Y }|
,
|Y |

4. Conclusion and future work

where
∗

x (y) = arg min0 dp (x, y).

In this paper we have reviewed the application of
fuzzy approaches to data privacy. We have shown
that methods based on fuzzy sets can be developed
and used in several different problems. In particular, we have shown that they can be either used
when defining a data protection method or also in
the evaluation of the methods. With respect to
the evaluation of methods, fuzzy approaches can be
used either for measuring information loss or for assessing disclosure risk.
Most of the results described above are for files
with numerical data, and all of them have been applied only to files with this type of data. Nevertheless, for some of the methods, other types of data
could be used in a similar way. For example, data
protection methods based on fuzzy c-means could
be easily extended to non-numerical data (e.g., categorical or time-series). Information loss measures
based on fuzzy clustering could also be applied to
non-numerical data. Finally, the results on reidentification could also be applied to other types
of data.

x∈X

Naturally, when dp = AM , where AM stands for
the arithmetic mean, the results of this formulation
are equivalent to the ones obtained with Equation 1
in the expression DR in Equation 2. Using this
definition, we can use any other distance.
We have used distances based on weighted means,
OWA operators and also Choquet integrals. In the
case of a weighted mean and the OWA operator,
the parameter p is a weighting vector; in the case
of the Choquet integral the parameter p is a fuzzy
measure.
The consideration of a parameterized aggregation
operator for computing the distance permits us to
consider the corresponding optimization problem.
That is, we can study which is the parameter p
which maximizes the disclosure risk. Then, given
a pair of files Y and X 0 , and a distance function
d defined in terms of a parameter p, we can determine the p that maximizes the number of reidentifications. This p is the best parameter that an
intruder might have, and, thus, an upper bound of
the disclosure risk.
We have applied this optimization approach to
the weighted mean, the OWA [17] and the Choquet integral [1]. The optimization problem is a
quadratic problem with linear constraints. Due to
this, the (global) optimal solution can be found, although it might require a large computation power.
We have seen that the weighted mean gives better results than the OWA, and that the Choquet
integral leads to better results than the weighted
mean. We have also seen that for most of the cases
in which all variables are protected with the same
data protection method, the use of a Choquet integral only improves in a minor way the results of the
weighted mean and the OWA operator. In contrast,
in the case of data files in which different data protections are applied to different variables, the use of
a Choquet integral is useful as the number of correct links is significantly increased with respect to
the results of the other methods.
In fact, the use of a model for reidentification
based on a Choquet integral permits us to elicit a
fuzzy measure from the data. This fuzzy measure
represents the relationships between the variables
in the dataset. When the variables are all protected
using the same method, we have that the measure
learnt from the dataset leads to results similar to a
Choquet integral with an equiprobable probability
distribution on the weights. That is, in this case
the fuzzy measure represent independent variables.
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